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Abstract

Mechanical interactions are essential for bending and shaping tissues during morphogenesis. A 

central feature of nearly all internal organs is the formation of a tubular network consisting of an 

epithelium that surrounds a central lumen. Lumen formation during organogenesis requires 

precisely coordinated mechanical and biochemical interactions. Whereas many genetic regulators 

of lumen formation have been identified, relatively little is known about the mechanical cues that 

drive lumen morphogenesis. Lumens can be shaped by a variety of physical behaviors including 

wrapping a sheet of cells around a hollow core, rearranging cells to expose a lumenal cavity, or 

elongating a tube via cell migration, though many of the details underlying these movements 

remain poorly understood. It is essential to define how forces generated by individual cells 

cooperate to produce the tissue-level forces that drive organogenesis. The transduction of 

mechanical forces relies on several conserved processes including the contraction of cytoskeletal 

networks or expansion of lumens through increased fluid pressure. The morphogenetic events that 

drive lumen formation serve as a model for similar mechanical processes occurring throughout 

development. To understand how lumenal networks arise, it will be essential to investigate how 

biochemical and mechanical processes integrate to generate complex structures from 

comparatively simple interactions.
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1. Introduction

Many organs are characterized by the presence of a tubular architecture, usually consisting 

of a central lumen surrounded by epithelial cells. These can be simple straight tubes, as 

exemplified by the intestine or neural tube, or they may have an intricate branching pattern, 

observed in the lung, vasculature, and many secretory organs. Lumen formation requires 
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several morphogenetic movements and is governed by the coordinated efforts of genetic and 

physical mechanisms. Classically, lumens may form by any of several conserved processes. 

An epithelial sheet may wrap into a cylinder to enclose a lumen. Alternatively, lumens may 

arise from within a rod of cells, which undergo cellular rearrangements to generate a central 

cavity during cord hollowing. Lumens may also form by hollowing through a single cell. 

Once formed, hollow epithelia can undergo branching morphogenesis to extend a lumen in 

new directions [1–3].

Lumen formation is essential for organogenesis and can serve as a model for fundamental 

processes that shape development. The morphogenesis of many organs is guided by 

interactions between physical processes and biochemical signals. Whereas the effects of 

several genetic and signaling processes have been examined extensively, the mechanical 

forces that drive morphogenesis remain far less well characterized. Changes in cell shape 

and tension can have dramatic effects on the architecture and migration of the tissues in 

which they reside. Cells are capable of not only generating mechanical force, but also of 

sensing and transmitting forces. Understanding how cells generate and interpret mechanical 

forces will be essential for understanding morphogenesis. Here we review the physical 

processes that shape epithelia and how these mechanisms contribute to lumen formation and 

organogenesis.

2. Types of morphogenetic movements

2.1. Epithelial bending

One fundamental mechanical process that occurs during lumen morphogenesis is bending of 

epithelia. Epithelial bending can initiate new lumens by inducing the invagination of a sheet 

of cells and can extend new branches by generating deformations that extend an existing 

lumen in new directions. This process was initially characterized during the development of 

the chicken neural tube, where tissue deformations are driven by changes in the shape of the 

neuroepithelial cells, which were found to contract at their apical surfaces [4] (Figure 1A,B). 

The link between apical constriction of individual cells and bending of epithelial tissue has 

been best characterized during gastrulation in several species [5–7], which has served as a 

model for other morphogenetic events. During gastrulation, this change in cell shape bends 

the embryo and drives involution necessary for differentiating cell types in the early embryo.

Apical constriction can also drive the initial stages of lumen morphogenesis. The vertebrate 

lung uses recursive branching events to generate a complex and nearly stereotypic airway 

tree. In the chicken lung, new branches are initiated by localized apical constriction of 

airway epithelial cells [8] (Figure 1A). Similar changes in cell shape have been suggested to 

drive branching in the mouse lung [9]. Apical constriction can also generate a new lumenal 

organ from an epithelial sheet. For example, the Drosophila salivary gland arises from a pit 

of apically constricting epithelial cells [10], and the resulting invagination initiates the 

formation of a new lumen. Simple changes in cell shape can drive dramatic bends and folds 

in epithelia throughout organogenesis.

Interestingly, recent work suggests that apoptotic cells may generate transient pulling forces 

that bend the apical surfaces of epithelia. In the Drosophila leg disk epithelium, apoptotic 
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cells help initiate epithelial bending [11]. This transient force precedes the onset of apical 

constriction, suggesting a mechanical regulation of apical constriction. Similarly, apoptotic 

cells have been noted at critical locations during bending of the vertebrate neural tube [12]. 

It will be interesting to determine whether the forces generated by apoptosis serve as a more 

widespread mechanism for bending epithelia and resolving lumens. Regardless, forces 

generated from within cells can exert dramatic effects on the surrounding tissue, capable of 

bending epithelia and initiating new lumen outgrowth.

2.2. Collective migration

Once initiated, lumen outgrowth requires epithelial extension, which can be driven by 

collective migration. As they migrate, epithelial cells maintain adhesive connections to their 

neighbors while being guided by a group of tip cells at the leading edge. The fruit fly has 

been instrumental for identifying and characterizing genetic regulators of the physical 

processes that underlie collective migration during lumenal morphogenesis. In the highly 

branched tracheal system, which transfers gases throughout the body of the fly, new 

branches arise by collective migration of cells that enclose a central lumen (Figure 1C). The 

position of these branches is directed by fibroblast growth factor, which stimulates a group 

of tip cells to migrate toward the signal and elaborate the network [13–15].

Collective migration is also essential for morphogenesis of many vertebrate organs. Similar 

to the Drosophila trachea, collective migration of endothelial cells in the vertebrate 

vasculature generates a network that extends throughout the animal (Figure 1C). Vascular 

development has been examined extensively in zebrafish, where the optical transparency of 

the developing larva has permitted direct observation of vascular migration in response to a 

variety of signals. Secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), in particular, 

plays a key role in the morphogenesis of vertebrate vasculature [16, 17]. Tip cells at the 

leading edge of a sprout lead the collective migration of new vascular branches towards the 

VEGF source. Similarly, semaphorin and plexin signaling can direct the growth and 

movement of new vessels by guiding cellular migration [18]. Collective migration can also 

be influenced by mechanical cues. In the zebrafish pronephric duct, fluid flow stimulates 

collective migration of kidney epithelial cells [19]. Obstructing the ductal lumen, which 

blocks fluid flow, inhibits cell migration and disrupts kidney morphogenesis.

Collective migration has been well studied during development of the mouse mammary 

gland. Similar to other lumenal networks, the mouse mammary gland branches through 

collective migration of groups of cells away from the central lumen [20]. During migration 

of the mammary gland epithelium, individual cells maintain limited junctional contacts and 

can be observed migrating within the epithelium [21]. Normal collective migration of these 

cells depends on contacts with the extracellular matrix (ECM). Changes in the basement 

membrane or deletion of adhesion proteins can drive increased collective migration from the 

mammary epithelium [22]. Adhesions transmit mechanical forces during collective 

migration and allow the epithelium to migrate as a unit, even when led by relatively few, 

distant cells.
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2.3. Extending tubes by intercalation and convergent extension

Tubes may also elongate through individual cellular rearrangements and convergent 

extension of epithelial cells. Convergent extension is characterized by movement or 

convergence of cells toward each other in one direction, which drives elongation of the tissue 

in the perpendicular direction (Figure 1D). Genetic regulators of this process have been well 

characterized in the Drosophila germ band, an epithelial sheet that dramatically extends the 

body plan early in fly development [23]. Cells in a sheet like the Drosophila germ band may 

be polarized in the plane of the epithelium, leading to differences in protein composition of 

the cells nearest one edge of the sheet. Planar polarization in the germ band generates stripes 

of actin contractility, which allows cells to coordinate shortening along one axis to facilitate 

cellular rearrangements to exchange neighbors and elongate the sheet [24, 25]. To rearrange 

themselves, cells must also reorganize their cell-cell contacts. During convergent extension 

in the germ band, this extensive remodeling of adhesive contacts facilitates the 

rearrangement of neighboring cells [26]. Convergent extension is also a key component of 

Drosophila hindgut development. As the hindgut develops, it must undergo substantial 

elongation, which is driven in part by convergent extension of the epithelium. The 

movements of these cells are patterned by a network of transcription factors that help 

coordinate hindgut elongation [27].

Convergent extension is also crucial during early vertebrate morphogenesis. In the zebrafish 

and frog neural tube, planar polarized signals establish the sites of the cellular intercalations 

that drive convergent extension [28]. Elongation of the Xenopus kidney tube is also driven 

by convergent extension. In a process that mirrors the cellular movements first observed in 

Drosophila, planar cell polarity (PCP) establishes bands of actin contractility that drive 

neighbor exchange and help extend the tube [29]. Similarly, myosin IIB drives actin 

contractility during Xenopus gastrulation that facilitates cellular rearrangements and 

neighbor exchange, hallmarks of convergent extension [30]. This process is conserved in 

mammals, where PCP is essential for establishing the domains in which convergent 

extension also drives tube elongation [31]. Convergent extension has also been proposed to 

generate the forces that lead to tissue bending in the chick neural tube. Mediolateral bands of 

actin contractility facilitate migration of cells to promote the bending of the neural tube [32]. 

Together, these rearrangements of individual cells coordinate to drive epithelial tissue 

elongation essential for lumen growth in many organs.

2.4. Cell sorting

The segregation of cells that will contribute to lumen formation is a fundamental 

morphogenetic process essential for organogenesis. Cell sorting was initially proposed to be 

driven by the relative adhesion strength between different cell types [33, 34], a property that 

is regulated by the levels of cadherin expression. Consistently, cells expressing higher levels 

of cadherins tend to cluster in the center of the population [35, 36]. Whereas cadherin 

expression is well correlated with sorting, cadherin engagement can also increase the tension 

of the cortical actin cytoskeleton. Accordingly, cortical tension, which modulates cell 

stiffness, has also been shown to drive cell sorting [37, 38]. Cells with higher levels of 

cortical tension tend to sort to the center of cell aggregates. To determine which of these 

physical processes drives differential cell sorting, the role of adhesion versus cortical tension 
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was dissected by removing the connection between cadherins and the actin cytoskeleton. In 

these experiments, cortical tension determined the positioning of cells independently of the 

cadherin expression levels, highlighting the crucial role of actomyosin cytoskeletal tension 

during cell sorting [39] (Figure 1E). In the early mammalian embryo, cells undergo 

compaction, which is essential for organizing the early blastocyst lineages. Recent work has 

demonstrated that the compaction of these cells is driven primarily be pulsatile actomyosin 

contractility [40]. Cortical tension may represent a common mechanism for organizing cell 

types in a variety of tissues.

Curiously, simple cell-sorting experiments in culture often lead to different orientations of 

cells than are observed in the embryo. This is likely due to adhesive interactions between 

cells and their surrounding microenvironment. In culture, mouse mammary epithelial cells 

can form a central lumen, however in the absence of proper sorting, lumen formation fails to 

occur. Here, cell-ECM adhesion can overcome the cell-cell interactions and direct the 

positioning of individual tissue layers essential for lumen formation [41] (Figure 1E). 

Whereas interfacial tension can separate tissue layers, interaction with the microenvironment 

helps guide their proper orientation. Thus, physical cues are essential for directing 

morphogenesis of organs and the lumens they contain.

3. Cell biology of force generation and transmission

3.1. Actomyosin contractility

A key driver of mechanical processes throughout morphogenesis is contractility of the actin 

network generated by myosin activity (Figure 2A). Tension of the actin cytoskeletal network 

is essential for processes ranging from apical constriction to cell sorting. The effects of 

actomyosin tension can be clearly observed during dorsal closure in the Drosophila embryo, 

where actomyosin contractility pulls opposing epithelia together in preparation for their 

fusion. Disrupting the actin cables at the leading edge of these converging epithelial sheets 

leads to a dramatic recoil, indicative of the strong contractile forces at work in the tissue [42, 

43]. Actomyosin contractility in these contexts is a dynamic process. During Drosophila 
gastrulation, actomyosin contractility is observed as cyclic pulses, suggesting that a ratchet-

like mechanism underlies cell and tissue deformations [44].

Polarized actomyosin contractility at the apical surface can generate forces that constrict the 

lumenal surface of a cell and generate a pyramidal geometry. Together, apically constricting 

cells can generate dramatic deformations in an epithelial tissue. As described above, apical 

constriction is essential for many examples of lumen morphogenesis. In the Drosophila 
salivary gland, apical constriction initiates invagination of an epithelial sheet to begin the 

formation of the lumen [10]. Apical constriction is also essential during vertebrate 

morphogenesis. In the developing chicken lung, actomyosin tension at the apical membrane 

of the epithelial cells drives deformation of the tissue, folding it to generate new branches 

[8]. Coordinated tension of the actomyosin network is essential for generating the cellular 

forces that drive lumen morphogenesis.

Actomyosin tension is also responsible for fundamental cell movements that define the 

earliest stages of development. During C. elegans gastrulation, a specific pair of cells must 
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be internalized by the embryo. Apical actomyosin contractility is coordinated by the 

enveloping cells to bend the embryo and internalize the specified cells. Disrupting myosin 

activity prevents these movements from occurring [45]. In the ascidian embryo, Rho 

signaling regulates actomyosin tension at the apical and basolateral surfaces and drives 

gastrulation by mediating other changes in cell shape. Initially, apical constriction induces 

involution of the endodermal cells. Once complete, actomyosin contractility begins at the 

basolateral surface, which retracts the cells and envelops them in the center of the embryo 

[46]. Apical constriction of epithelial cells is thus a fundamental mechanical process driven 

by actomyosin contractility and essential for several examples of morphogenesis.

3.2. Regulation of cytoskeletal tension

Regions of actomyosin contractility can be patterned by conserved signaling networks. In 

the Drosophila proventriculus, a region of the fly gut, Notch signaling defines the cells that 

will undergo constriction and invaginate during intestinal organogenesis [47]. In the 

Drosophila eye, coordination of Hedgehog, Decapentaplegic, and epidermal growth factor 

signaling induces invagination and furrow formation by the eye disk epithelium [48]. During 

development of the Drosophila salivary gland, the Forkhead transcription factor regulates 

actomyosin contractility and apical constriction [10]. Similarly, the transcription factors 

Snail and Twist regulate contraction and stabilization of the actomyosin network during 

Drosophila gastrulation, coordinating a ratchet-like mechanism that induces apical 

constriction [44]. Transcriptional networks are thus essential for regulating the generation of 

morphogenetic forces throughout development.

Regions of constriction within a tissue can also be patterned by other signaling pathways, 

including those downstream of Rho GTPases [49]. Spatial restriction of Rho signaling can 

generate regions of intracellular actomyosin contraction. RhoGEF2, an activator of Rho, 

stabilizes and drives myosin activity and cytoskeletal tension at the apical surface of 

gastrulating ventral furrow cells in Drosophila, leading to apical constriction and thereby 

bending the epithelium [50, 51]. Similarly, apical localization of Rho-associated protein 

kinase (ROCK), a Rho effector, locally increases actomyosin contractility to drive apical 

constriction in the chick neuroepithelium [52]. Regulating the intracellular localization of 

contractility can be used to coordinate other types of tissue morphogenesis. PCP can pattern 

the localization of RhoGEF2, which can establish lateral domains of actomyosin contraction 

essential for the cellular rearrangements that drive extension of the Drosophila germ band 

[53].

Actomyosin contractility can also be induced by Rap, a Rho-independent signaling pathway. 

During Drosophila dorsal closure, PDZ-GEF activates Rap1 and drives constriction at lateral 

surfaces [54] (Figure 2B). At the earliest stages of Drosophila gastrulation, Rap1 helps 

localize canoe to adherens junctions, where it mediates linkage to the cytoskeleton and 

facilitates apical constriction to form the ventral furrow [55]. In Drosophila, Src42 is also 

essential for extension of the tracheal system. Loss of Src42 leads to shorter and wider tubes 

within the tracheal network [56]. Signaling through c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) regulates 

the propagation of physical forces during Drosophila dorsal closure and border cell 

migration. Activation of JNK leads to upregulation of a variety of genes associated with the 
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actin cytoskeleton and adhesions [57]. JNK signaling can also regulate adhesive contacts in 

other contexts. In the Drosophila egg chamber, JNK signals mediate the adhesive contacts 

between cells undergoing collective migration [58].

Understanding how signaling pathways guide epithelial morphogenesis is essential for 

understanding how cells generate and interpret the forces at work during organ development. 

Transcriptional and intracellular regulation of signaling networks pattern the forces that 

sculpt epithelia. Whereas many signals that regulate these morphogenetic events have been 

identified, understanding morphogenesis will require a deeper knowledge of how these 

signals interface with morphogenetic forces.

3.3. Adhesive contacts between cells and their neighbors

The cellular rearrangements that facilitate lumen formation and extension require 

remodeling of adherens junctions (Figure 2C). Lumen formation in the zebrafish gut occurs 

as a rod of cells rearranges to expose a central lumen. These cellular rearrangements depend 

on coordinated remodeling of contacts between adjacent epithelial cells [59]. Similar 

processes occur during the morphogenesis of other epithelia. In the Drosophila germ band, 

the junctions at contractile borders are preferentially remodeled as the cells reorganize [53, 

60]. As they rearrange, the forces between neighboring cells are transmitted through 

adherens junctions. This can be observed during invagination of the Drosophila ventral 

furrow, where the forces of apical constriction are mediated by cadherins throughout the 

epithelium [55, 61]. Adhesions under tension are stabilized at the cell surface by a reduction 

in cadherin endocytosis [62]. Similarly, tension is transmitted through adherens junctions in 

the Drosophila thorax, where PCP signaling generates regions of myosin activity and 

adhesion remodeling [63]. These processes are essential for cell rearrangements that shape 

the thorax. It will be interesting to determine whether junctional remodeling is a general 

mechanism important for other examples of morphogenesis.

The transmission of tension through an epithelium is not limited to adherens junctions. 

Desmosomes, connected to intermediate filaments, transmit morphogenetic forces during 

development of the mouse mammary gland [64]. Desmosomal cadherins are required for 

development of the mammary lumen and for proper cell sorting in aggregates of mammary 

tissue. In the migrating mammary gland epithelium, the cadherin contacts are downregulated 

and instead cells are linked primarily by desmosomes [21]. These studies suggest that 

intermediate filament networks may transmit morphogenetic forces in other tissues as well.

In addition to contact with neighboring cells, contact with the surrounding ECM is also a 

key driver of morphogenesis (Figure 2C). The ECM helps regulate morphogenesis and 

provides mechanical support to developing organs. Fibronectin is a well-characterized ECM 

protein that induces branching of the mouse salivary gland [65]. Here, fibronectin is 

assembled into fibrils downstream of ROCK-mediated actin contractility [66]. The 

mechanical inputs from fibronectin fibril assembly and ROCK activity are also necessary for 

stimulating proliferation in the salivary gland epithelium. Fibronectin plays a similar role in 

morphogenesis of the zebrafish heart: contact between cells and their surrounding ECM 

facilitates assembly of adherens junctions to maintain integrity of the developing epithelium 

and coordinates migration necessary for heart tube formation [67]. In zebrafish Kupffer’s 
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vesicle, adhesion to ECM restricts apical expansion, leading to changes in cell shape that 

guide lumen morphogenesis [68]. The regulation of the shape of Kupffer’s vesicle is 

essential for establishing left-right asymmetry in the early embryo.

The physical properties of the ECM can also drive cell fate decisions and morphogenesis. 

Matrix stiffness is sensed in part through integrins. On stiff ECM, integrins cluster, leading 

to activation of Rho and assembly of focal adhesions [69]. Cells can sense tension at the 

ECM through integrin contacts and focal adhesions. Tension at focal adhesions is 

transmitted to the cytoskeleton through vinculin, which can be visualized using a Förster 

resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based tension sensor [70].

During lumen formation, the physical properties of the surrounding ECM can also affect a 

range of processes during branching morphogenesis. Tissue geometry can pattern sites of 

branching of mammary epithelia at regions of elevated mechanical stress [71, 72]. Similarly, 

branching of vascular endothelial cells is regulated by stiffness of the surrounding ECM 

[73]. Mechanical forces generated within cells were recently found to be essential for 

remodeling the ECM to promote migration through the surrounding matrix [74]. Regulation 

of the bonds between integrins and the ECM is required for epithelial migration. During 

migration of the Drosophila egg chamber epithelium, integrin levels must be reduced at the 

trailing edge to allow the cells to release their contacts and migrate as a cohesive group [75]. 

The regulation of these adhesive contacts is essential for the cell movements that 

characterize lumen morphogenesis.

3.4. Fluid pressure during lumen morphogenesis

In addition to the matrix that surrounds the basal surface of the epithelium, the mechanical 

forces at the apical surface also regulate lumen formation. For example, cells can tune fluid 

secretion and pressure within a lumen. Fluid secretion is driven by coordinated ion flux and 

osmotic gradients [76] (Figure 2D). A key driver of fluid secretion in vertebrates is a 

chloride channel, the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), which 

plays an essential morphogenetic role in the expansion of tubular organs. For example, in the 

zebrafish Kupffer’s vesicle, CFTR drives fluid secretion to inflate the lumen [77].

Changes in lumenal fluid pressure can exert changes in the shape of the surrounding 

epithelial cells. Intestinal activation of zebrafish CFTR leads to dramatic increases in fluid 

accumulation, which stretches the epithelial cells [78]. Lumen expansion in the otic vesicle, 

or zebrafish ear, coincides with a reduction in the volume of the surrounding epithelial cells 

and thinning of the tissue, suggesting that the initial stages of lumen expansion may be 

driven by secretion of intracellular fluid reserves before initiating trans-epithelial fluid 

secretion [79]. Altogether, regulated fluid secretion is an important component of lumen and 

organ morphogenesis.

Similarly, morphogenesis of the brain depends on properly regulated fluid pressure, which 

increases proliferation and growth [80]. Studies in the zebrafish have revealed that fluid 

pressure is also essential for opening the ventricular lumen of the brain [81]. Lumen 

expansion driven by fluid pressure in the brain is in turn resisted by myosin activity in the 

surrounding neuroepithelial cells [82], and loss of a key myosin regulator prevents inflation 
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of the zebrafish brain. Epithelial cells surrounding the lumen must respond to increased fluid 

pressure. In the mammalian bladder, for example, increased pressure stretches the 

epithelium, leading to trafficking of new membrane to the apical surface [83].

Regulated fluid pressure is also important for lung morphogenesis. Lumen pressure can be 

increased by ligating the trachea, causing fluid to accumulate within the developing lumen. 

In response to increased fluid pressure, the lung grows in size [84, 85]. At early stages of 

lung development, tracheal ligation enhances branching morphogenesis, suggesting that 

fluid pressure also drives key morphogenetic events in the lung [86]. Conversely, reducing 

lumenal fluid pressure reduces the size of the lung [87]. These studies suggest that fluid 

pressure is a key regulator of lung morphogenesis. Unraveling the relationship between 

lumen pressure and lung morphogenesis will require the ability to more precisely control 

lumen pressure.

4. Sensing and communicating forces

4.1. Signaling at adhesions

Cells are capable of sensing forces through contacts between neighboring cells and the 

adjacent ECM. In response to increases in ECM stiffness, integrins act as mechanosensors to 

activate Rac signaling and increase myosin activity [88–90]. In vascular endothelial cells, 

tension at adherens junctions recruits vinculin, which helps transmit forces across cell-cell 

contacts [91]. Increased myosin activity increases cytoskeletal tension and exposes a cryptic 

binding site in talin, which leads to recruitment of vinculin and stabilization of the junction 

[92–94].

Under tension, cadherin also undergoes conformational changes that recruit α and β-catenin 

[95]. In epithelial cells, junctional cadherins are under continuous actomyosin cytoskeletal 

tension [96]. As these cells are stretched, tension across the adherens junction is translated 

into conformational changes in α and β-catenin that link cadherin to the actin cytoskeleton 

[95, 97] (Figure 2E). Cells often respond to tension across an epithelium by increasing 

proliferation. Increased tension across cadherin contacts can drive activation of Yap1 and 

nuclear accumulation of β-catenin to increase transcription that promotes entry into the cell 

cycle [98].

The tension through these contacts leads to conformational changes that can be quantified 

using a genetically encoded tension sensor [70, 97]. This sensor consists of two fluorophores 

joined by a flexible linker domain; as the tension across the molecule increases, the distance 

between the fluorophores increases, reducing the fluorescent emission across the FRET pair 

(Figure 2E). This sensor has allowed the forces at work across and between cells to be 

observed in living cells. Whereas this technique has allowed probing forces at work in 

individual cells, similar tools are needed to probe the forces at work in multicellular tissues 

and developing organs.

4.2. Mechanosensation

Cells can sense the flow of fluid across their surface. In many organs, lumenal epithelial 

cells use cilia to sense the shear forces arising from fluid flow (Figure 2F). In the mouse 
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kidney, cilia contain polycystins, which facilitate calcium flux in response to fluid flow. Loss 

of these calcium channels prevents the sensation of flow and can cause pathological 

accumulation of fluid within the kidney [99, 100]. Similarly, cilia have been detected in the 

mouse heart, where they may sense fluid flow required for cardiac morphogenesis [101].

Detecting fluid flow is also required for the establishment of left-right asymmetry in many 

species. Two types of cilia contribute to the establishment of left-right asymmetry in mice. 

Motile cilia in the node drive directional fluid flow, which is detected by sensory cilia. 

Similar to kidney epithelial cells, these sensory cilia contain Pkd2, a mechanosensitive 

calcium channel, leading to calcium flux on the left side of the node [102]. Asymmetric 

calcium flux drives downstream calcium signaling to establish the left side of the body plan, 

translating a physical process into biochemical signals.

4.3. Membrane tension

Cells are also capable of sensing changes in membrane tension. In response to osmotic 

stress, cells may increase their volume, which leads to a transient tension at the plasma 

membrane. This change in volume is detected by a component of the volume-regulated 

anion channel, SWELL1 (Figure 2F). In response to osmotic stress, SWELL1 mediates 

anion flux to help normalize cell volume [103].

Piezo proteins are a recently discovered class of mechanosensitive ion channel, and have 

been found to mediate calcium flux in response to membrane tension in a variety of contexts 

(Figure 2F). The channels were initially described for their role in the activation of 

mechanosensitive neurons [104, 105]. Additionally, Piezo proteins have been identified for 

their roles in the regulation of cell extrusion from epithelia in response to changes in 

membrane tension [106]. The channels have also been implicated in coordinating 

morphogenesis of the developing vasculature [107]. It will be interesting to determine how 

broadly the mechanosensitive Piezo proteins function in the detection of epithelial 

membrane tension in other systems.

Understanding how cells detect forces will be essential for determining how cells interpret 

and respond to the physical processes that surround them. Important regulators of 

mechanosensation have recently been uncovered. Investigating the function of these 

channels during morphogenesis may provide new insight into the integration between 

physical forces and the biochemical signaling pathways already known to guide lumen 

morphogenesis.

5. Concluding Remarks

At its core, morphogenesis is characterized by mechanical interactions that reshape tissues. 

Many of these global forces are generated locally by the coordinated action of the tissue’s 

constituent cells. A principal driver of these forces is actomyosin contractility, which is 

responsible for initiating changes in cell shape that translate to morphogenesis across an 

organ. These forces are transmitted through adhesive contacts between cells and the 

surrounding ECM to help drive movements that promote bending and extension of the tissue 

and its internal lumen.
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While genetic studies have identified many biochemical signaling pathways, understanding 

the role of forces has lagged in most morphogenetic systems. To more precisely examine 

these forces during morphogenesis, we need new tools capable of observing forces at work 

in whole tissues. To understand the role these forces play during morphogenesis will require 

the ability to modulate native forces in the developing embryo. Together, tools that allow 

observation and manipulation of developmental forces will provide a more fundamental 

understanding of the forces at work during lumen morphogenesis.

Whereas cells are capable of dynamic responses to mechanical forces, the identity of these 

mechanosensors has remained unclear. Recent work has identified molecules that sense 

membrane tension, including candidates for the volume-regulated anion channel and stretch-

activated cation channels. It will be exciting to learn how these mechanosensors function 

during lumen morphogenesis.

Altogether, it is clear that mechanical forces are a key driver of lumen formation. The 

coordination of these forces and biochemical signaling networks governs forms at scales 

ranging from cells to organs to the entire body. To more completely understand lumen 

morphogenesis, it will be essential to determine how the local forces generated within cells 

cooperate to generate the long-range interactions that shape epithelia.
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Highlights

• Lumen formation is an important aspect of organogenesis.

• Mechanical forces help to drive lumen morphogenesis.

• Cells coordinate to generate and detect the tissue-level forces that shape organs.
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Figure 1. Mechanical interactions that shape epithelia
(A) Schematic of epithelial bending during morphogenesis of the neural tube and lung in 

chicken embryos. (B) At the cellular level, bending can be initiated by constriction of the 

apical surface of epithelial cells. This local change in cell shape drives global deformation of 

the epithelial tissue. (C) Schematic representation of collective migration characteristic of 

lumen outgrowth in the vertebrate vasculature and Drosophila trachea. (D) Convergent 

extension is coordinated by cellular rearrangements between neighboring epithelial cells. 

Coordination of these rearrangements allows cells to compact in one direction and extend in 

another. (E) Diagram of cell sorting events. Cortical tension is capable of segregating tissue 

layers; binding to ECM can direct the proper orientation of these layers.
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Figure 2. Cellular mechanisms of force generation
(A) During apical constriction, myosin motors generate contractile forces in the actin 

cytoskeleton at the apical surface of epithelial cells. (B) Diagram of key signaling pathways: 

Rho, ROCK, and Rap regulate actomyosin contractility. (C) Schematic representation of the 

intercellular contacts that sense and transmit forces between cells and the surrounding ECM. 

Tight and adherens junctions provide linkage between neighboring cells and the actin 

cytoskeleton. Desmosomes link neighboring cells and the intermediate filament network. 

Integrins mediate linkage between the actin cytoskeleton and the surrounding ECM. (D) 

Schematic representation of the ion channels and currents that regulate epithelial fluid 

secretion. (E) Schematic representation of the role of tension stabilizing the interaction 

between α- and β-catenin to drive downstream signaling events. A diagram of FRET 

demonstrates the two fluorophores connected by a flexible linker domain; the fluorescent 

energy transferred between them is determined by the distance between the fluorophores. 

Stretching of native vinculin under tension allows recruitment of talin, which can drive 

downstream signaling. (F) Examples of several cation channels responsible for detecting 

membrane tension in response to shear stress, fluid flow, and osmotic pressure.
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